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ABSTRACT

The National Agricultural Statistics Service conducts the
objective yield surveys to forecast and estimate crop yield and
production. An OY sample unit is comprised of two sample plots
in which data are collected. The final head count variable ill
the wheat OY survey was analyzed 111 the 1983 through 1985 data to
determine if differences existed between the sample plots. The
difference between sample plots with and without a 5-foot buffer
zone was also analyzed in the 1985 data. All state-wheat type
combinations were analyzed, and the numbers of significant
results (Q = .10) for sample plot differences were 7, 2, and 0
for the 1983, 1984, and 1985 data, respectively. For the 1985
buffer zone difference, none were significant. The differences
which could be detected with power of .75 averaged 8.3, 8.0, and
14.0 percent of the state-level means in 1983, 1984, and 1985,
respectively. Differences of this magnitude made it questionable
whether observed differences of the magnitude usually associated
with nonsampling error studies could be detected.

KEY WORDS: wheat objective yield, plot location bias, buffer
zone, linear contrast, paired t test, detectable difference
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SUMMARY

The objective yield surveys of the National Agricultural
Statistics Service are conducted to forecast and estimate crop
yield and production. A typical sample field contains two sample
plots in which data are collected. It is assumed that the
expected value for the variables counted or measured is the same
for both sample plots. The objective of this research was to
check the validity of that assumption by analyzing the final head
count variable in the winter, spring, and durum wheat OY surveys.

In 1983, the difference in final head count between sample plots
was significant (a = .10) in 7 of 22 state-wheat type paired t
tests; the 1984 results showed 2 of 19 significant. The use of a
buffer zone between the enumerator"s last pace into the field and
the sample plot was t~sted in 1985 on a split sample basis. The
1983 and 1984 results served as reference points for the 1985
analysis in which both sample plot differences and buffer zone
differences were analyzed.

In 1985, linear contrasts of state-level means were tested, and
none were significant (a = .10) for either the sample plot or
buffer zone effect. Although few significant results occurred
for the sample plot effect in 1983 and 1984, they indicated that
differences between sample plots occurred in some states in some
years.

The average differences that could be detected as significant
with the t tests (a = .10, power = .75) were 8.3, 8.0, and 14.0
percent of the state means for 1983, 1984, and 1985,
respectively. The magnitude of these differences made it
questionable whether nonsampling error differences less than five
percent could be detected by either the paired t test or linear
contrast approach.
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HEAD COUNT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SAMPLE PLOTS
IN THE 1983-1985 WHEAT OBJECTIVE YIELD SURVEYS

By Ralph V. Matthews1

INTRODUCTION

The National Agricultural Statistics Service conducts the
objective yield surveys to forecast and estimate crop yield and
production. In a sample field, one or more sample units are
located; each sample unit consists of two sample plots in which
data are collected. In all of the OY surveys, a 5-foot buffer is
measured between the ending point of the enumerator's last pace
into the field and the beginning of each of the sample plots
[2,3,4,11J~. This procedure is followed to reduce bias in
locating the sample plots.

Prior to 1985, a buffer zone was not used in wheat OY. The
report on the 1984 wheat validation study [lJ recommended using a
buffer zone, and the NASS Program Planning Committee directed
that an experiment be conducted in 1985 to measure the buffer's
effect on the OY yield indication [7J. Data were collected
during the 1985 survey, and an analysis was included in the 1986
wheat OY specifications [10J. The buffer was adopted by the PPC
as a survey procedure beginning with the 1986 season. This
report examines differences that existed between sample plots in
1983 and 1984 before the buffer zone was tested. Are-analysis
of the 1985 data is presented in which the sample plot
differences and the buffer zone effect are analyzed
simultaneously.

1 The author is a survey statistician with the National
Agricultural Statistics Service, U.S. Department of
Agriculture.

Numbers in brackets refer to literature cited at the end of
this report.
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ANALYSES

1983 and 1984 Data

The 1983 and 1984 wheat OY Form B data were analyzed to compare
counts from the two sample plots in each sample unit. Appendix 1
contains the Form B used in 1984. Pre-harvest head count, the
sum of emerged and detached heads, was the variable examined.
Each sample unit's gross yield estimate is equal to the number of
heads from both sample plots multiplied by the weight per head
determined in the laboratory. As components of the yield
estimates, the head counts are part of the yield forecast models
for five subsequent years [9J.

In the 1983 wheat OY survey, the original sample size w~s 2,422.
Problems such as field abandonment and farmer refusal reduced the
number of sample units analyzed for this report to 1,748.
Fourteen sample units had one blank sample plot, and three sample
units had two blank sample plots. In the 1984 survey, the
original sample size of 2,450 was reduced to 1,813. Thirteen
sample units had one blank sample plot, and two sample units had
two blank sample plots. The sample units with one or two blank
sample plots were included in the analyses, since they were a
result of the sampling process.

Sample plots differ due to causes such as variation in winter
survival, disease, and fertilization. Two systematic factors may
also cause differences between the counts obtained from sample
plots:

1. Sample plot 1 is located and counted before sample
plot 2;

2. Sample plot 1 is located with random numbers of paces,
and sample plot 2 is located 30 additional paces along
the field edge and 30 additional paces into the field
from sample plot 1.

All other aspects of marking the boundaries and counting the
heads in the sample plots are identical. The differences between
the sample plot head counts within sample units should have a
mean of zero in each state; if not, the systematic factors may
cause the difference. The i~h sample plot in the j~h sample
unit can be written as the sum of three components:

= population mean
= sample plot effect (i=1,2)
= random error effect (j=l to n

tur n sample units).
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The h~ad counts in the two sample plots were analyzed with a
paired t test as sample plot 1 minus sample plot 2. The null
hypothesis of the test was that the sample plot effects within
sample units were equal. The alternative hypothesis was that the
sample plot effects within sample units were unequal.

The form of the t test was

d - 0
t = -------

where d = observed mean difference
o = 0, the hypothesized difference

Sd = standard error of the mean difference.

The difference between sample plot 1 and sample plot 2 was an
estimate of:

Assuming equal random error
estimated the qUAntity T1 - T2,
sample plot effects.

1985 Data

terms, the paired difference
the difference between the two

The objective of the buffer analysis presented in the 1986 wheat
OY specifications C10J was to determine if the modeled number of
heads or the modeled gross yield level changed when a buffer zone
was included in one-half of the sample plots in a split sample
test. The test was conducted within the regular OY survey, and
instructions were included in the Enumerator's Manual C8] for
locating a 5-foot buffer zone in one-half of the sample plots.
Appendix 2 contains the Form 8 used in 1985.

The objective of the present analysis was to examine the head
counts without the modeling or summarization process and
determine if differences existed in the raw data. Both the
sample plot effect and the buffer effect were analyzed.
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Randomization of the buffer zones in the sample plots and the
components of each state-level mean were as follows:

Sample unit Sample Buffer State
number e.!.Qi. zone Components mean
odd 1 buffered jJ + T1 + ~ + E 1-' X1b
odd 2 unbuffered jJ + T2 + E 2-' X:2u
even 1 unbuffered jJ + T1 + E 1-' X h.A

even 2 buffered jJ + T2 + ~ + E 2-' X2b

where jJ = population mean
TL = sample plot effect (i=1,2)
B = buffer effect
EL-' = random error effect (j =1 to n for

n sample units).

The paired t test used in 1983 and 1984 was not used with the
1985 data, because sample plot effects and buffer effects would
both contribute to the paired difference of sample plot 1 minus
sample plot 2 in the same sample unit. Instead, the state final
head count means were calculated for both sample plots in the
odd- and even-numbered sample units, and linear contrasts of the
means were tested.

A linear combination of means,

is defined as a contrast if the sum of the coefficients, EcL,

equals zero C5, p.225J. The observed value of the contrast was
compared with a hypothesized value using the standard error of
the contrast to form a t statistic.

The form of the t test was
c - C

t = -------
sc;

where c
C
sc

= observed contrast
= 0, the hypothesized contrast= standard error of the contrast.

If the
equal,

sample sizes of the groups being compared,
the standard error of the contrast is

4
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The pooled variance, S2, is the sum of the individual variances
weighted by their respective degrees of freedom (12, p.96J. It
is calculated as

S2 = ----------------------------------------

The pooled variance is the correct form to use if the individual
variances do not differ from one another. A Bartlett~s test for
the homogeneity of variances (12, p.471J was rejected at a = .10
in only 1 of the 21 state-wheat type combinations: Indiana
winter wheat. For that case, the test statistic did not follow
the t distribution. Instead, the distribution was that of t/
with the standard error calculated using the unpooled variances
and the approximate degrees of freedom calculated with
Satterthwaite's approximation (5, p.97J.

For testing the difference between plot
contrast was

1 and plot 2, the

~ ( X 2u ) + '~( Xl •..•) ~ ( X 2b) •

Substituting the components represented by each mean resulted in:

= T1 - 'T"2_

Assuming equal random error terms, the quantity estimated by the
observed contrast was equal to the quantity estimated by the
paired t test on the 1983 and 1984 data.

To test buffered plots versus unbuffered plots, the contrast was

'~ ( X 1b ) - '1 ( X 2u ) - ~ < Xl\.' ) + ~ < X %b) •

Substitution of the components in the buffer zone contrast showed
that it estimated B, the buffer zone effect.

= ~<B) + '1<B)

= B.
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The four state means do not represent four independent
treatments, which is the requirement for the use of linear
contrasts. The sample fields are located randomly and
independently, but the two sample plots are not, since sample
plot 2 is located a pre-defined number of paces from sample plot
1. In addition, the sample plots cannot be thought of as random
treatments if the data from sample plot 1 is always collected
before that from sample plot 2.

The contrast .pproach was used in spite of these limitations,
because the two contrasts are orthogonal [5, p.226J. This was
shown by the fact that the sum of the cross products of the
coefficients equaled zero. The two contrasts were examined
simultaneously, and the conclusion drawn about one contrast was
completely independent of the other contrast.

RESULTS
1983 and 1984 Data

Tables 1 and 2 contain the results for the 1983 and 1984 data,
respectively. The degrees of freedom for the paired t tests were
the number of sample units minus one. The head count differences
between sample plots were calculated as sample plot 1 minus
sample plot 2. The means, d, and the standard errors, sa, of the
head count differences appear in the table. The probability of a
greater absolute t value for a null hypothesis of no difference
between sample plots is shown.

The detectable differences are means of distributions which can
be detected as significantly different from the null hypothesis
of no difference between sample plots with power of .75 when Q =
.10. The power is the probability of rejecting the null
hypothesis when it is false [5 p.lll; 12 p.113J. The power level
of .75 was chosen arbitrarily, and different detectable
differences would be identified using a different power value.

80th the observed differences and the detectable differences are
presented as percentages of the overall state-wheat type means.
An observed difference can be evaluated for its significance
<Prob. > :t:) and compared with its respective detectable
difference. The detectable differences are important for future
surveys, because they indicate differences which were detectable
in experiments conducted to monitor procedural changes.
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1 Mean of a distribution which can be detected as different from
the hypothesized mean with power of .75.

:2 W =
S =
0 =

winter wheat
spring wheat other than durum
durum wheat.

3 An asterisk indicates significance at ~ = .10.

4 Weighted by degrees of freedom.
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1 Mean of a distribution which can be detected as different from
the hypothesized mean with power of .75.

2 W = winter wheat
5 = spring wheat other than durumo = durum wheat.

3 An asterisk indicates significance at ~ = .10.

4 Weighted by degrees of freedom.
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The numbers of significant results (~ = .10) were 7 of 22 in 1983
and 2 of 19 in 1984.~ Of the 41 state-wheat type combinations in
the 2 years, 9 results were significant. For ~ = .10, 4
significant results will occur even if the hypothesis of no
difference is true. Nine significant results indicated that true
differences between sample plots within sample units did occur in
some state-wheat type combinations.

A conclusion of a significant difference was reached when the
observed difference was approximately equal to the detectable
difference. In the nonsignificant state-wheat type combinations,
the detectable differences ranged from 3 to 17 percentage points
greater than the observed differences when each was expressed as
a percent of the state mean.

The average of the detectable difference percentages, weighted by
the degrees of freedom, was 8.3 percent in 1983 and 8.0 percent
in 1984. Fifteen of the 41 detectable differences equaled or
exceeded 10 percent of the state-level mean. There was little
likelihood of detecting differences less than 10 percent of the
state-level mean in these cases. The possibility of such an
outcome must be recognized before answers are sought through
experimentation. A new procedure which caused a difference of up
to 10 percent of the state mean would go undetected by a paired t
test (~ = .10, power = .75) between the sample plots in
approximately one-third of the state-wheat type combinations.

No patterns occurred indicating possible bias in one direction.
In 1983, 10 of the observed differences were positive, 11 were
negative, and 1 showed no difference. Of the 19 differences in
1984, 11 were positive and 8 were negative.

Seven state-wheat type combinations were significant in 1983.
Two of these seven could not be compared between the two years,
since they were not included in the 1984 OY survey. The
remaining five state-wheat type combinations were nonsignificant
in 1984. The two significant results in 1984 were nonsignificant
in 1983. Thus, no consistencies between years occurred for any
state-wheat type combinations.

The results of the 1983 and 1984 analyses provided useful
background information for the analysis of the 1985 data. Since
differences between sample plots existed in some cases, the
buffer zone analysis required a method by which sample plot
differences could also be examined.

Three state-wheat type combinations were eliminated before the
1984 OY survey due to low acreage and production figures
compared with other states. These changes were documented in
the Yield Review Task Force Report (6].
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1985 Data

Table 3 contains the results of the sample plot 1 versus sample
plot 2 contrast. Arkansas and California winter wheat were added
to the OY survey in 1985 due to increases in their acreage and
production. The degrees of freedom for the contrast were the
same as those for the pooled variance used in the standard error
of the contrast. The one exception was Indiana winter wheat for
which the degrees of freedom were calculated with Satterthwaite's
approximation. The state-level means for head count are
presented with the observed contrasts, c, and their standard
errors, sc. The probability of an absolute t value greater than
the one observed shows that no state-wheat type combinations were
significant at a = .10. The observed contrast and the
alternative mean which can be detected with power of .75 are
listed, and each is expressed as a percent of the state-level
mean.

The 1985 percentage values can be compared directly with the 1983
and 1984 percentages, since both estimated Tl - T2. The observed
contrast percentages averaged 2.8 percent in 1985. The 1983 and
1984 percentages were 3.9 and 3.1 percent, respectively. The
detectable difference percentages averaged 14.0 percent in 1985
and ranged from 9 to 21 percent. The detectable difference
percentages were 8.3 percent in 1983 and 8.0 percent in 1984.
The lower values for the detectable differences in 1983 and 1984
reflected the smaller standard errors of the paired t test and
its ability to detect smaller differences as significant.
However, an 8 percent detectable difference may not be small
enough to detect nonsampling error differences.

8ias in one direction was not indicated from these results, since
9 of the state-wheat type contrasts were negative, 11 were
positive, and 1 showed no difference.

Table 4 contains the results of the buffer zone versus no buffer
zone contrast: the actual value of the contrast, the probability
of the observed contrast, and the percentage of the state mean.
The remainder of the table is identical to table 3.

None of the contrasts were significant at a = .10, although two
had observed probabilities less than .15. When expressed as
percentages of the state-level mean, those two contrasts were
each 11 percent; all other observed contrasts were 6 percent or
less and averaged 3.5 percent. All of the detectable percentages
were at least 5 percentage points greater than those observed.
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1 Mean of a distribution which can be detected as different from
the hypothesized mean with power of .75.

:2 W =
S =
D =

winter wheat
spring wheat other than durum
durum wheat.

~ Due to non-homogeneity of variances, df are by Satterthwaite's
approximation and test statistic is t/.

4 Weighted by degrees of freedom.
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1 Mean of a distribution which can be detected as different from
the hypothesized mean with power of .75.

:2 W =
S =
D =

winter wheat
spring wheat other than durum
durum wheat.

3 Due to non-homogeneity of variances, df are by Satterthwaite's
approximation and test statistic is t/.

4 Weighted by degrees of freedom.
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Although no buffer zone contrasts were significant, the number of
positive and negative results indicated a consistency in one
direction. Of the 21 contrasts, 15 were negative, 5 were
positive, and 1 showed no difference. The median of the 21
observed contrasts was -4.7. The approximate 95 percent
confidence limits for the population median [5, p.137J were -13.4
and 0.0. An upper limit of zero for the confidence interval was
evidence that the population median was negative.

Since the buffer zone difference was calculated as the buffered
plot minus the unbuffered plot, the results indicated that fewer
heads were counted in the buffered sample plots. The large
number of negative results indicated a possible shift in one
direction could occur as the buffer zone is adopted
operationally.

CONCLUSIONS

In 1983, 7 of 22 state-wheat type combinations were significant
in number of heads counted for the sample plot effect at a = .10
when compared by a paired t test; the 1984 results showed 2 of 19
significant. Although few in number, there was evidence that
true differences existed in some cases.

In 1985, the use of a buffer zone was implemented to reduce plot
location bias. No significant differences existed for the sample
plot effect or the buffer zone effect when tested with linear
contrasts of the state-level means. A trend was observed towards
fewer heads counted in the buffered sample plots, but the
differences were not significant.

For the planning of future experiments, the detectable
differences (a = .10, power = .75) as percentages of the state
mean were calculated for each year. These were 8.3, 8.0, and
14.0 percent of the state means for 1983, 1984, and 1985,
respectively. The magnitude of these differences made it
questionable whether small differences due to changes in
procedures could be detected by either the paired t test or
linear contrast approach.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the conclusions, the following recommendations are made:

1. Evaluate the 1986 wheat OY data to see if the operational use
of the buffer zone in both sample plots eliminates the
between-plot differences observed in 1983 and 1984.

2. Establish criteria for further examination if differences
exist. For example, if significant differences occur in two
out of three years, the data could be checked further to
determine why the differences occurred.

13



3. When split-sample tests are done, the design of the
experiment should allow the use of linear contrasts of the
means to make use of all the information available in the
data. This might involve an experiment conducted on a
smaller scale, instead of using the entire survey. Such an
experiment would require true randomization of treatments;
data could not always be collected from sample plot 1 before
sample plot 2.

4. The power of the test should also be considered during the
design phase. If only large differences are detectable, the
results of the experiment may be of little practical value.
Resources should be conserved rather than testing for the
significance of small differences when only large ones can be
detected.

5. Since year to year differences occurred in the sample plot
effect, differences in the buffer zone effect probably also
would vary from year to year. For this reason, at least two
years of testing should be done whenever a new procedure is
tested on a split sample.

14
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uzl_ 1 U2jll1 I W J- I uzl_ I wiSI7 I wl_ I
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FORM B: WHEAT (Cont'd)

uy out Unit. 1 .nd 2 ••• hown below:
CLIPPING ORDER

Row 3
Row 2
Row 1

Both Unita (Item 8)

FIrat Clipping - Row 1 In Clip Ar' )

Second Clipping - Row 3 In Clip An,. B

third Clipping - Row 2 In Clip Area A

18

Enumerator _

Count Are. Clip Are. A Clip Are. B

7. If the LOWEST MATURITYCODE Circled In Item 2 for EITHER Unit Ia:

(a) Code 1 or 2: SKIP It~ms 8 and 9. Enter time and sip lWDe.

(b) Code 3, ••or 5: Go to Item 8.

-(c) Code 6 or 7: Go to Item 9•

•• WITHIN CLIP AREAS - ".ke clipping. In the deslgn.ted ROW within Clip Are.s Of EACH unit following
.tep. below. 1 I

. p. 10-12 . -
Step 1 - Mark half-way point in specified row in clip area.

Step 2 - MOW (cut stalk within 1inches of base) all wheat stalks in specified row until 5 Emerged Head, (if that many)
are obtained OR until one-half tbe row is completely mowed. Begin mowing at end of row farthcst from count
area and mow in direction of count area. Examine each stalk for emerged head as it is mowed; if prcsent, clip
stalk 1/2inch below tbe bead. Place the S (or less) emerged beads in 3' bag. Record count on State (yellow) LD.
1aI. Also wben mowing. clip and count any beads in I.te boot and place in S, bag.

Step 3 - MOW remaining stalks up to the half-way mark. E•• miDl! eacb stalk and determine which ones arc emerged
•••• d. and whieb ones are I.t. boot heads. CLIP the stalk 1/2 ineb below the head. Place the remalnlng
em.rged haads in the 8' bags and tbe I.t. boot •••• d. in the " baa.

St.p" - Record tbe cOunt of tbe remaininl emerled beads and the late boot beads on the State (yellow) LD. tag. .>
Repeat steps 1 tbru •• for Unit 2 using same baas for emerged beads and late boot heads as used in Unit 1.

Prepare one I.D. tq. Label aD baas with sample number. Seal and place 31 and" baas in the 81 baa.

Verify State (yellow) I.D. tal and attach to outside of 81 baa.

Ch«k here 0 tl/ter placing 81 IHzgin II cloth mlli/ing sack IIddrus«! to STATE LAB.
ENTER time IInd sign nllme.

8. WITHIN COUNT AREAS - Clip and Count all h.adsln count area of BOTH units following stepi below.
Use • separate 811 bag for each unit. I]

. p. 10,82-88 _

Step 1- Qip and Count all Heads in ute Boot In Row 1•Record In Item 4-

St.p 2 - Clip and Count aD Emerged He.d. In Row 1 - Record In Item Sa and place emerged heads in same bag
with late boot beads.

Step 3 - Repeat steps 1 and 2 for ROW 2 .nd 3. - Record counts.

Stap •• - Pick \lP and Count all Detached H•• d. on around in unit and Record In It.m 5b. Place in baa with
clipped beads.

Record hecuJs clipped in Items 411M j of Form Blind on Regional (White) I.D. Tags. Attllch one I.D. Tag to each 8' bag.
Ch«k Mn I J tl/ter placing bags in cloth mlliling SQck tlddressed to REGIONAL LABORATORY. Enter time and sign
name.

ENDING TIME (Militllry nme)·II .....m----- _1
STA~S CODE-=----------- I

Enumerator Number 1.....- 1

Supervisor Number ,.======,
,- .......•. - -- ,. -,...~----- -



Appendix 2 -- Form 8, 1985 wheat objective yield survey

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
STATISTICAL REPORTING SERVICE

fORM B: WHEAT YIELD COUNTS· 1985

YEAR. CROP. FOAM. MONTH
. (1")

CROP I
CODE

1

(
Winter .
&prIno (Other than

Dururn) .
DunInI . •7 5_3_

Fonn Approwed
O.M.B. Number 0535.oGll8
E"PI'.lion D.t. 7/31/86

C.E. 12·31 B -,

'

370Dllte ( I. ..•• _

••• " ••• TIme (Mililll" T;m,1 ..... ~3_7_1 ~

He. opentor .ppHed peetlclcles wlth orgenopIIOSphors content .1nCe •• at lleld visit? YES 0 NO 0
" YES. enler lal811 applicalion dale and name 01 pellieide ----------------

UNtT LOCATION / p. 52~ /

COclcl0 • Uy out IlL IIuIIiIr - In UttIt 1 0nIJ.
Semple N~r la

E•••• 0 • Uy out IlL IIuIIiIr _ In UttIt 2 Only.

UNIT 1 UNIT 2=~~~~~.~~D_+_30_ D
::..~.~I.~.~O U + 30U
UNIT LOCAnON CODE

L First vI.1t to •• y out un" Code D 1_
b. Unit relocated thIalllCMllh ·Code 2 Enter -
c. Seme unit 1.1d out prewlouely Code 0-- ~---------'

Go To1_ 2 wilen cod«J 3 0"""" fIO1011_ 1.

1. ROW SPACE MEASUREMENTS /p. 77-71/ .

( a. ~1I~k~:~.~~~.~'~!.~"~~~~.~~.~.I F••Und T-J ------- -------
b. =b~:!~.~~.(~.tI~'~~.~~.~"'lkJ .itl.R~~.~ FCIOIand Tooths •..•.• _

2. STAGE OF MATURITY: (Circle _ .tage cocIe lor._ unit) Ip· 71-821

Maturity St • •••.••FIat Flat or Lat. loot MIIlt loft Dough Hanl Dough Illpe B•• nIt
Early loot orFIo_- - - - - - - -UNIT 1 1 2 3 4 I • 7 •

3lI2 3lI2 3lI2 3lI2 - 3lI2 3lI2 3lI2
UNIT Z 1 2 3 4 I • 7 •

U 1M 10__ ril? •••• U 1M 10_, _'lIriIJf •••• 0'81. fIIIiI is C•••••J IIIrII 7,_" toII'''J
0' ftl. II/til is C«W I or wilA II"" 4. For Coda 6 or 7,f/nt _ 1_ 7...J9.
1 "",., toIIIt" witA I,,,,, J.

4. No. 01 hHcIs In LATE BOOT .

5. •. Number 01 ~ heads on aI' ••••••...............

b. No. 01 detached hucls ••.•unit
(complete Only on FIn.1 PRE·HARVEST Y1SIT) .

(
SAMPLE UNIT CONDITION OBSERVATION / P. 17-11/

0IIMn0e IIIlIt ••• IlIW •••••••••• IIlIlI tIIa1 ••••• ....-.. ••••• 01 ••••••••••••••••••••••• IpeolIlc •••••••••••••••••• ••• In a ••••••

COUNTS WITHIN UNITS

3. Number 01 .t.lka (at ••••• ) In row .

UNIT 1 UNITZ

Row 1 RowZ Row 3 Row 1 _Z Row 3
311 31Z 313 314 315 316

351 352 U3 354 355 356

331 332 333 :134 335 33li

~ 341 344

'"
~

MOISTURE WEEDINESS FROST FREEZE DISEASEIINSECT/ANIMAL HAIL LODGING

Dry ........... 1 "-ToF_ ... 1 "- To SIltht .... 1 "- To SIItIM •.•... 1 "- To SIIgtIt .1 "- To Stleht .1
IIloIst ......... 2 LJgIlt .......... 2 Light ............. Z LIght .......••..•... 2 LJgIlt .......... Z Light .......... Z
Wet ........... 3 ..-... ...... 3 .--le ......... 3 ••••••••............1 IIocIer8te ...... 3 .--Ie ...... 3
Sat •••• ted ...... 4 Heavy ......... 4 Heawy ............ 4 Heawy ....... __ ..... 4 Heawy ......... 4 Heawy ......... 4
St.ncIlno Water.5 •••••••......... 5 •••••••........... 5 •••••••.............. 6 •••••••......... 5 •••••••......... 5
Unknown ..... .1 Unknown ......• Unknown .........• Unknown ............• Unknown ......• Unknown . ... . ..
U1 1351 I U1 I- ! U1

1
312 I U1!3114 I U1!311 I U11311 I

U21 359 I U21 311 I U2 1313 I UZ res I UZl3l7 I UZI3IlI I

19.



Count
ArM Clip AIu A ClIp AN. B

7. It the LOWEST MATURITYCODE ClrcIecIln ""' 2 for EITHER Unit Ia:

FORM B: WHEAT (Cont'cI)

lily out Units 1 .nd 2 .s shown below:
Buffer Zone In Unit 1 Odd Saimples .nd Unit 2 •• en S.mples Only.

2nd Clip
Row 3
Row 2
Row 1

'Foot
lutter

1.t Clip

CLIPPING ORDER

Both Units (Item 8)

Firat Clipping - Row 1 In Clip Are. B

Second Clipping - Row 3 In Clip Are. B

Third Clipping - Row 2 In Clip Are. A

(a) Code I or 2: SKIP Items 8 and 9. Enter time ad sip name.

(b) Code 3••• or': Go to ItaD 8.

(c) Code 6 or 7: Go to ItaD 9.

e. WITHINCLIPAREAS - M.ke clippings In the design.ted ROWwithin Clip Are.s Of EACH unit following .teps
below •

./ ••.__ 17 /

Step 1 - Mark balf-way point in specified row in dip area.

Step 2 -MOW (cut stflik within 2 incltrs of btzse) all wheat stalks in specifiedrow until 5 Emerged H•• d. (if tluzt many)
an obtai1W(/ OR until one-balf the row is completely mowed. Beginmowin, at end of row fanhest from count
area and mow in direction of count area. Examine each stalk for CIIIuled head as it is mowed; if prescnt, clip
ItaIk 112inch below the head. Place the , (or less) CIIIuled heads in 3' baa. Record count on State (~/ow)
1.0. taB. Also wbcn mowina. clip ad count ay beads in I.t. boot and place in " bal.

Step 3 - MOW remainin, stalks up to the balf-way mark. Examine each ItaIk and determine which ones are.1'ItlII'g )
•••••ds and which ones arc I.t. boot he.ds. CLIP the stalk 1/2 inch below the head. Place the rem.lnin"
em.rged •••••ds in the III baas and the I.te boot he.ds in the " baa.

Step 4 - Record the count of the rcmainina ClDerledbeads ad the late boot beads OD the State (yrllow) I.D. tall.

Rcpcst steps I tbru •• for Unit 2 uIiD&same bqs for -&cd heads and late boot heads as used in Unit I.

Prepare OIIC 1.0. taB. Label all baas with _pie Dumber. Seal and place 3. and " bqs in the III baa.

Verify State (yellow) 1.0. taB and altach to outside of It baa.

CMd Iwrr 0 tifter ~"".. bt II dotlt 1fIIIi1i", SlICk 1Iddras«/ to STATE LAB.
ENTER time tmd sip _.

t. WITHIN COUNT AREAS - Clip .nd Count .11 •••••d. In count .re. of BOTH unit. following st.p. below.
U••••• p.r.t. 81 beg for each unit ,...- •.•

/ ,.17-100 /

Step 1 - Clip ad Count all Hcads in lilt. Boot In Row 1 • Record In Item 4.

Step 2 - Clip and Count all Emerved Heeds In Row 1 - Record In Item Sa and place ClDuled heads in IUIlCbaa
with late boot beads.

Step 3 - Rcpcst Iteps I aad 2 for ROW 2 and a. - Record COUDts.

Step 4 - Pick up and Count all Detached He" OIl1I'0UDdin unit and Recant In n.m lb. Place in baa with
dipped beads.

R«ord '-dr dipp«l bt1__ " tmd , of Fonn B tmd 011 Rqiotttli (Pink) I.D. TIIfS. AtttlClt _I.D. Till to eodt " _.
CIr«Ic Iwrr ( J tift" p/«lIfI IMpbt dotlt -Uiltr $lICktItIdnsxd to REGIONALLABORATORY.EIIt" t_ tmd sip ifill.)

ENDINO TIME (Military T_) ~ _

Enu•••••.•tor _

20

STAnJS CODE 1* ....
Enumerator Number 1=-===========
Supervisor Number '=_=1==========
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